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COMPANY
PROFILE 2021
Bitcrore founded in 2017, is a forward-thinking firm that focuses
on crypto and blockchain awareness, development, and
decentralized retail solutions. Our team consists of crypto and
blockchain enthusiasts from across the globe from different
career paths. We connect industry key leaders and decisionmakers to a dynamic network, people, and ideas as a global
information and technology enterprise, providing customers in
Asia with accurate business, awareness, and financial
information, news, and insights.

In December 2020, Bitcrore doors To Strategic Alliances And
Partnership have been legally opened. As part of our
rebranding strategy, our company name was changed from
Bitcrore Foundation to Bitcrore Strategic Alliances LLC. This
rebranding is part of our strategy targeted to emphasize the
strength of our growth, our capabilities, and our commitment to
stay competitive in the emerging market. Also, in all this
dramatic change, what still remains constant is our passion as a
team to get a brand and product that plays an essential role in
the financial lives of every type of user, and to have an asset
with sufficient intrinsic value to support its volume and price in
the market.
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ABOUT COMPANY

Evolved From A Simple Idea
To Serve The World A Crypto
And Blockchain Solutions
The primary goal was to raise awareness of the blockchain
promise among potential end-users. At the moment, Bitcrore
offer blockchain consulting and strategic alliances as part of
services. The codebase and community activities were

created, planned, developed, and maintained by the core
team and advisory board. The Bitcrore open community, on
the other hand, owns the network’s control jointly.
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Mission And
Vision
Our Vision
Cryptocurrency beyond speculation into every
and any transaction.

Our Mission
Providing trustless, decentralized, financial
sovereignty, as a preferable alternative over
custodial financing in retail transactional
scenarios.

Bitcrore also recognized the need
for a decentralised, incentive-based
network for start-up and incubator
support operations.
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Strategy And
Goal
Our Strategy
We understand that revolutionary systems are combinatorial bits
and pieces from tested past successes. This is why we approach

our solutions, from trusted and proven experimentations of previous
systems. Exploiting every proven clue on our path, in the creation
of our solutions.

Our Goal
To make cryptocurrencies as liquid as the cash
in our wallets and bank accounts. Something
spendable in every possible transactional
scenarios that money is required.

The bitcrore team consist of
blockchain enthusiast from across
the globe as well as different
career paths.
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S t a y C o m p e t i t i v e A s Te c h n o l o g y E v o l v e s

Tackle Difficult Challenges
With Innovative Solutions
That Are In Demand

Markets shift, technologies proliferate, competitors multiply,
and

products

become

obsolete

almost

overnight.

Successful companies consistently create new knowledge,
disseminate it widely throughout the organization, and
quickly embody it in new technologies and products.
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It Has Been A Great Journey
From Where We Have Been
Started And Where We Are
Today
Scalable ideas
The Bitcrore project is a constantly evolving stream
of innovation, with a common course of making
cryptocurrencies better and functional in its role as

money.

Dynamic team
All Bitcrore top management have been with the

company for at least 4 years. This has allowed the
company to adequately oversee every aspect of its
dynamic business during phases of rapid expansion.
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01.
Vision & Values

02.

Uniqueness In Solutions

ABOUT COMPANY

Why Bitcrore Strategic
Alliances LLC?
Over the last decade, there has been a proliferation of innovations

03.
Honesty, Integrity & Fairness
04.
Customer Satisfaction

in the FinTech and blockchain space. What we, however, do not
see very often, are solutions that are practical and built for the user.

05.

Bitcrore is a user-experience driving solution. This affects the way we

Adherence To Industrial Standards

innovate the way the solutions are created and our incentivization
models as a distributed consnesuship solution.
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Your Trusted
Technology Adviser
And Strategic
Alliance Partner
Long Term Relationship
Our long-term relationships with clients and industry
leading technology providers allows BITCRORE to provide
our customers high-quality benefits and the assurance of a
stable business partner who relies on your success.

Best In Solutions
We partner with industry leading Blockchain providers
and developers to provide best in class solutions. Our
team of technology professionals is consistently trained
and certified on those solutions so we can offer the
highest levels of support to our clients.

95%

Quality Crypto and
Blockchain Solutions

ABOUT COMPANY

We Create An
Alliance
Strategy That
Meets Business
Goals

95%
Happy Customer
We’ve started focusing on incubators
start-up projects to manage their new

idea into industries while focusing on
generating innovation and delivering
new value. We’re proud to represent
the best in the business when it comes
to our technology partners.

OUR SERVI CES

What We Do
The Decentralized Retail Solutions

Set on a goal to make cryptocurrencies practical in
traditional retail payments through alternative retail
payment solutions.
Revolutionizing The Future Of Money
Cryptocurrency are changing the way money work

and bitcrore is changing the way use
cryptocurrencies.

Blockchain Technology
Blockchain has revealed the potentials decentralized

system in finance. Bitcrore is changing the way we
settle retail transaction with it.
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OUR SERVI CES

Our Added
Services
Include
 Strategic alliances & partnership
 Consulting in the field of crypto and blockchain
 Blockchain start-up and incubators support

 Full-scale development
(support of all types of developments)
 Solution providers
 Ideas
 Technology

OUR TEAM

Our Team Turns
Your Business
Smart

Founder & Startup
Investor

AL Thirumal Thevadas

Our ultimate goal with all these is to improve the
end-user experience lacking within the blockchain
and

fintech

partnerships

space.
with

Sometimes

ingenious

this

startups

to

requires
create

solutions that affect how technology affects the
Co-Founder, First
Investor & CTO

Rajesh Kumar R

end-user.

OUR TEAM

Behind Our Company Creative
Team

Ikechukwu Ndudirim o
Founding Partner
& Content
Director

Santhosh J

Sumitra

Manikandan

Snr. UI/UX &
Digital Marketing

Snr. Client
Relations
Manager

Snr. SEO Specialist &
Social Media
Moderator

We are a group of passionate tech professionals, who we share a common interest

in unlocking the distributed power of decentralized payment options as an
alternative for traditional custodial payment solutions.

OUR TEAM

Behind Our Company Creative
Team

Sutharsan Chiranjeevi
Snr. Blockchain
Engineering &
Consultant

Vijay Kumar
Lead UI/UX Web
Developer & Blockchain
Engineering

Thomas Nugroho HP

Anders Johnsson

Regional Manager Indonesia,Overall
Strategic Operation

Advisor

We are a group of passionate tech professionals, who we share a common interest

in unlocking the distributed power of decentralized payment options as an
alternative for traditional custodial payment solutions.
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Bitcrore Will Upgrade Advanced
Technology To Meet Specific Objectives

Existing Technology

Market Need

Next Generation Products

Having already established the

Bitcrore plans to respond to

Bitcrore will move quickly on

relationships and infrastructure,

market needs by keeping abreast

plans for next generation

Bitcrore will continue to search for

of all new technologies and

products/services.

emerging and existing

updates to be first to market.

technologies.
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Bitcrore Blockchain
Specifician
Ticker

BC

Masternode Collateral

1000 BC

Block Distribution

70% MN – 30% Staker

Total Supply

100,000,000 BC

Pre-Mine

15,000,000 BC

Block Time

60 Sec

Maturity

60 Block

Stake Age

1 Hour

RCP Port

1671

P2P Port

1672
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4%
PARTNERSHIP
13%
BOUNTIES

20%
CORE TEAM

PRE-MINED
15,000,000 BC

63%
ICO PRIVATE SALE
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Bitcrore Coin
Distribution Chart

30%
STAKING

POS & M.N
85,000,000 BC

70%
BCNODES(M.N)
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Use Of Bitcrore Coin
Fees

Trade

Staking

BC Coin is used for fee settlements on

BC coins can be traded in any exchange

Also, transaction validation is done by

Bitcrore’s native wallet, the Bitcrore

where it is listed. Or simply held on the long

proof of stake (PoS) validator nodes.

term, as it accrues value organically,

All staking and staking rewards is done

along with the growing ecosystem.

using the BC coin.

debit

card

system,

the

Bitcrore

remittance service, and the Bitcrore
marketplace.

Incentivisation

Collateral

Donations

Since Bitcrore uses both a masternode type

As the native asset of the Bitcrore

There's more to charitable giving than

consensuship,

ecosystem,

receiving or vice versa with absolute BC

the

BCNODES,

and

PoS

validation protocols, the BCNODES collateral
cost is paid for in BC coin, which is 1000 BC

BCNODES

and

staking

incentives are given using the BC coin.

coin

as

exchange

transaction

or

medium

of
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Bitcrore Solutions
This is also why we are consistently challenging industry standards. And

why we strive to strengthen our operations and reinforce the scope
and quality of our products through new, solid partnerships..

BCNODES (Masternode)

Bitcrore Wallet

Bitcrore Explorer

Point Of Sales (PoS)

One click masternode set-up

User friendliness, all in one

Powered by Bulware

Merchant for BC coin as

platform (Endless possibilities

simple and secure

“perfect edger”tech and

payment gateway

with simplicity)

interface

liquidus explorer
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Bitcrore Solutions
This is also why we are consistently challenging industry standards. And

why we strive to strengthen our operations and reinforce the scope
and quality of our products through new, solid partnerships..

BC Marketplace

Crypto Debit Card

BC Remittance

Crypto & Blockchcian Awareness

Shop and pay directly from

Allow you to spend your

Decentralized remittance

We will provide you efficient

your BC wallet

BC in-store and online

services with Bitcrore .

knowledge and support
whenever needed
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Bitcrore Solutions
This is also why we are consistently challenging industry standards. And

why we strive to strengthen our operations and reinforce the scope
and quality of our products through new, solid partnerships..

Atomic Swap
Coming Soon!

Outsourcing

Win-Win

Innovation

Mergers and
acquisitions
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Strategic Alliances,
Development And
Start- Up Support

OUR SERVI CES

BC Wallet
LIVE NOW

bitcrore.com

The BC wallet comes as a mobile wallet, the core
wallet, and a paper wallet (suitable for cold staking.)
The beauty with all of these variations is that they are
built for a entry-level crypto audience. So you don't
have to worry if this is your first cryptocurrency
experience.
You are technically your own bank. However, this
freedom comes with the responsibility of properly
documenting and storing your mnemonic key-phrase,
which is a readable version of your private key.
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Bitcrore Explorer
LIVE NOW

bitcrore.com

The Bitcrore explorer gives a comprehensive past and
real-time stats and analytical breakdown of Bitcrore’s
on-chain activities, going all the way back to the
genesis block. Also, the explorer contains a simplified
and exhaustive breakdown of all BC NODES quorum
interactions and activities
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World First Simplified
Masternode Platform
LIVE NOW
Distributed blockchain systems are powered by pooled
computational efforts from users like you, whose efforts

to the network are rewarded. With Bitcrore, this effort is
provided by staking wallet and BCNODES providers
(which is similar to masternodes service providers,) who
are also rewarded by the network’s coin creation
protocol.

With BCNODES, users get 70% of every block reward,
every minute, for as long as the node is active, making
it the most rewarding task on the Bitcrore ecosystem.
Even more, unlike other Masternode systems, the
BCNODES setup and management process are all
automated in a user-friendly dashboard for users

bcnodes.bitcrore.com
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BCNODES (Masternode)
LIVE NOW

IT IS VERY USER-FRIENDLY :
BCNODES is built for users with
zero crypto experiences,
which is why the Bitcrore
interface design gives an
intuitive user experience.
You can also set up as many
BCNODES as you would want,
all in just a few clicks.

This

offers

limitless

setup

ALLOWS YOU TRACK
YOUR ASSETS LIKE A PRO :

DESIGNED FOR LONG TERM
PROFIT :

You get to have a
transparent and
comprehensive portfolio
manager’s dashboard to
track the progress of your
profits.

You get to earn several times
your collateral deposit till the
specified unlocking date. No
losses or risk whatsoever. It is as
predictable and as simple as
clicking the signup button.

option

in

an

easy,

non-technical,

representation. Also, it is great for multiple setup choices, especially for
those without the technicalities of setting up and managing a
Masternode, as well as for general ease in investing. The beauty and
genius of masternode protocol, like BCNODES, is the computational
services provided by the network volunteers. In exchange for this
service, the network rewards the volunteering nodes, along with the
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Point-Of-Sales (PoS)
NEXT RELEASE

bitcrore.com

This is a sequel to Bitcrore's end-user retail transaction
goal. The Bitcrore PoS infrastructure will help merchants
receive funds directly from a patron's wallet into their
wallet, depending on the patron's preference. Presently
along with the Debit card, partnership plans are already
in place for merchants that will start using the card
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Atomic Swap
NEXT RELEASE

bitcrore.com

Atomic swaps are automatic exchange contracts that allow two
parties to trade tokens from two different blockchains. Sometimes
referred to as atomic cross-chain trading, this type of mechanism
completely eliminates the need for centralized third-party entities
when executing trades – google
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BC- Market Place
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The Bitcrore retail solution is built with this vision in mind.
Partnership plans with several existing ecommerce
platforms are already in motion to help facilitate this end
goal
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Bc
Remittance
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The Bitcrore remittance solution is intended to make this
service suit every type of user-preference; regardless of your
level of crypto payment experience.
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CRYPTO
DEBIT CARD
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The Bitcrore crypto debit card will allow users to
draw funds from all available debit card outlets, like
ATM machines, POS systems and through payment
portals

THE BITCRORE
MANIFESTO
The Decentralized Retail Solutions

OUR SERVI CES

The Bitcrore
Manifesto

2.LEADING AN INNOVATION
The bitcrore solution presents a long needed
practical retail innovation in a landscape
where every asset is designed and built for
impractical speculations.

1.DECENTRALIZED BLOCKCHAIN
Bitcrore is built on a distributed decentralized
blockchain network, which is powered by
proof of stake (PoS) consnesuship along with

a master node service protocol.

3.REAL-WORLD UTILIZATION
Providing real world utilization in every scene
where money is spent in commerce is what
Bitcrore is about.

OUR SERVI CES
4.PROOF-OF-STAKE (POS) REWARDS
For concensuship the Bitcrore network uses
proof of stake. This has a macro-economic
relevance to the coin value and the cost of

The Bitcrore
Manifesto

running the network.

5.COLD STAKING
Following fraud lessons learnt from the early
days of hot staking, cold staking as a
standard offers maximum security to the

staked coins.

6.SECURE NETWORK

With a growing list of over two hundred
distributed full node servers, the Bitcrore
network already has robust network security
right

from

the

unset.

Also,

all

applications are fully decentralized.

wallet
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8.ECO FRIENDLY

The Bitcrore
Manifesto

PoW as seen with Bitcoin results in high
energy demand, this is avoided with PoS
consensuship.

7.ENERGY EFFICIENT
PoS

stake

energy

consensuship

efficient way

distributed

offers

an

of

providing

consensuship,

without

wastefulness that comes with POW
consenship.

9.LOW FEES
Bitcrore PoS consensuship offers the lowest

network

transaction

fees,

however

congested the network may ever get.

TECHNOLOGY
PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

LISTING PARTNER

OUR ALLIANCES

COMING SOON

7 TEMASEK BOULEVARD #12-07 SUNTEC TOWER ONE
SINGAPORE, Singapore 038987

Address
Regd. Office:16192 Coastal
Highway Lewes, DE 19958
GET I N TOUCH!

The Best Choice For
Your Successful
Business!

Main. Office:7 Temasek Boulevard
#12-07 Suntec Tower One
Singapore 038987
Email
info@bitcrore.com

Phone
+61 438 747 580

THANKS
FOR VISITING US
bitcrore.com

